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Cutting through the politicized hype about the Hobby 
Lobby and Conestoga case1 (“Corporations have no 
rights!” “War on Women!”) the Justices during oral 

argument focused on four serious legal questions, which deserve 
a serious answer:

(1)   Could Hobby Lobby avoid a substantial burden on its 
religious exercise by dropping health insurance and paying fines 
of $2,000 per employee?

(2)  Does the government have a compelling interest in protect-
ing the statutory rights of Hobby Lobby’s employees?

(3)   Would a ruling in favor of Hobby Lobby give rise to a 
slippery slope of exemptions from vaccines, minimum wage 
laws, anti-discrimination laws, and the like?

(4)  Has the government satisfied the least restrictive means test?

I think the answer to all four questions is “no.” I offer brief 
thoughts on each below.

I. Can Hobby Lobby Avoid a Substantial Burden by 
Dropping Insurance?

Justices Sotomayor, Kagan, and Kennedy asked several 

questions about whether Hobby Lobby could avoid a substantial 
burden on its religious exercise by dropping insurance altogether 
and paying an annual “tax” of $2,000 per employee.2 Some have 
suggested,3 based on admittedly “speculative” calculations, that 
this option would actually save Hobby Lobby money, because 
health insurance typically costs more than $2,000 per employee. 
This argument—which the government never raised below and 
which no lower court has addressed—is wrong both in principle 
and on the facts.

First, the Greens (owners of Hobby Lobby) have alleged 
that their religious beliefs include a belief in treating employees 
well, a belief they practice by, among other things, offering qual-
ity health care to their employees. (Their religious beliefs are 
also why they start employees at nearly double the minimum 
wage, reduce operating hours to promote family time, and 
provide other benefits.) The government has never contested 
the sincerity of those beliefs. And that should end the argument. 
The government is forcing the Greens to cover contraception or 
drop insurance altogether, both of which would burden their 
religious exercise.

Even apart from religious convictions, the right of an 
employer to provide health insurance coverage for its employees 
is a valuable right under the law. If employers were better off 
dropping insurance coverage and paying the “tax,” we would 
expect many large employers to do so. That has not happened—
which confirms the common-sense conclusion that dropping 
insurance coverage is bad for employees and bad for business.

In any event, the speculation that Hobby Lobby could 
save money by dropping its employees’ health insurance plan, 
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paying the tax, and making it up to them in increased salary 
disregards three important facts: (1) employer-provided health 
insurance is tax-exempt to the employee, but the compensatory 
increase in salary would not be; (2) the provision of insurance 
is tax-deductible to the employer, but payment of the tax is 
not; and (3) employer-based group coverage is cheaper and 
usually better than individual plans on the exchanges. It is 
almost certainly cheaper for Hobby Lobby to provide health 
insurance than to pay for its employees to purchase equivalent 
coverage on the exchanges.

True, some of Hobby Lobby’s employees might be eligible 
for subsidies, which in theory might lower its costs. But those 
subsidies depend on information an employer does not have—
family size and income—and employers cannot pay different 
amounts to workers based on these factors. To make all of its 
employees whole, Hobby Lobby would have to assume none 
will receive subsidies.

In short, if Hobby Lobby drops insurance, it would not 
simply pay a $2,000 “tax.” Requiring it to cease providing 
insurance would cause massive disruption to Hobby Lobby’s 
employees, major uncertainty for its business, and cost millions 
of dollars in taxes and salaries beyond what it was previously 
paying just for insurance. It is easy to see how imposing such 
a choice constitutes a substantial burden—which is likely why 
the government never raised the issue, and the courts of appeals 
never considered it.

II. Does the Government Have a Compelling Interest 
in Protecting the Statutory Rights of Hobby Lobby’s 
Employees?

Turning to strict scrutiny, the government’s main argu-
ment is that it has a compelling interest in protecting the 
“statutory rights” of third parties—namely, the right of Hobby 
Lobby’s employees to get cost-free contraception through 
Hobby Lobby’s insurance plan. Evaluating the strength of the 
government’s interests is often one of the most difficult inqui-
ries in constitutional law. But in this case, the government has 
almost insuperable difficulties in making the case.

First and foremost, the government’s compelling interest 
argument suffers from a rather glaring problem:   Congress 
did not impose the contraceptive mandate, but left it to the 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to decide 
what “preventive services” must be covered. If Congress really 
viewed contraceptive coverage as a compelling interest it would 
not have left it to the vagaries of the administrative process, 
which are subject to political change from administration to 
administration.

The interest is further undermined by HHS’s statu-
tory authority to grant religious exemptions to whomever it 
chooses—which HHS itself understands to include authority 
to grant such exemptions to for-profit businesses.4  Genuinely 
compelling interests—that is, those that cannot tolerate 
religious exemptions—do not come with open-ended 
regulatory authority to create exceptions.

 The government argues that it necessarily has a compel-
ling interest in protecting the “statutory rights” of the employees 
to contraceptive coverage. The employees, it argues, cannot be 

made to bear the burden of the employer’s religious exercise.
This argument is circular. It assumes the conclusion—

that employees are legally entitled to this benefit—when that 
is the very question before the Court. The Affordable Care 
Act shifts the legal responsibility for paying for an employee’s 
contraceptive coverage from the employee to the employer. 
There is nothing wrong with that in principle; the government 
shifts economic burdens all the time. But when the burden is 
an imposition on conscience the government may not shift 
the burden without a compelling justification. If the mere fact 
that the statute creates a new “statutory right” for a third party 
were enough to make the government’s interest compelling, no 
one could ever raise a First Amendment or Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act (RFRA) challenge to a law forcing them to do 
something for someone else.

As Justice Kennedy pointed out in oral argument, the 
government could require employers to pay for employees’ 
abortions (or could require for-profit doctors to perform them), 
and RFRA would be no help, because the government would 
always have a compelling interest in protecting the “statutory 
rights” of third parties. That cannot be the law.

Religious accommodations often impose burdens on third 
parties. In Sherbert,5 the employer’s unemployment tax rate 
was increased on account of covering an employee who could 
not work on Saturday; military draft exemptions for religious 
conscientious objectors—the most venerable of all religious 
accommodations—make it more likely that other people will 
be drafted; Title VII’s religious accommodation requirement 
requires employers and other employees to adjust their practices; 
conscience clauses force women seeking abortions to locate a 
different doctor or hospital. It would break with long-standing 
law and tradition to say that religious accommodations can 
never shift a burden to a third party.

The government’s argument cannot be squared with 
the Court’s recent, unanimous, decision in Hosanna-Tabor,6 
allowing religious employers to impose substantial burdens 
on the “statutory rights” of employees. In that case, the Court 
held, without dissent, that religious organizations have a First 
Amendment right to fire ministerial employees for any reason 
at all—even reasons that would violate anti-discrimination 
laws. Obviously, firing an employee in violation of anti-
discrimination laws is a more substantial deprivation of the 
employee’s “statutory rights” than declining to pay for the 
employee’s contraception.

The government struggles to distinguish Hosanna-
Tabor on the ground that it arises in “the special context of 
autonomy for churches and religious institutions.”7 But that 
simply dodges the question: Why should the government have 
no interest when a religious group imposes a severe burden, but a 
compelling interest when a business imposes a light burden? Per-
haps the government thinks this is because a for-profit business 
is categorically incapable of exercising religion. But for reasons 
that I8 and others9 have explained, that argument is untenable. 
And it certainly found little support at oral argument. So we are 
left with the conclusion that burdens on third parties do not 
automatically foreclose a claim of religious freedom.10 

This conclusion is consistent with other areas of the law, 
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where the Court consistently protects civil rights—even when 
they impose burdens on third parties. In the free exercise 
context, the Court has recognized a right to sacrifice animals, 
despite “a substantial health risk . . . [to] the general public” 
and “emotional injury to children who witness the sacrifice of 
animals.”11  It has recognized a right to use illicit drugs, despite 
the harm to third parties from diversion of the drugs for rec-
reational use.12  And it has recognized a right to keep children 
out of public school, despite the harm to children who leave 
the Amish faith and are “ill-equipped for life.”13 

Outside the free exercise context, the Court protects free 
speech, even when it causes financial and emotional harm to 
third parties.14  It protects freedom of the press, even when it 
could undermine national security and thus the safety of third 
parties.15  It protects freedom from unreasonable search and 
seizure, even when it allows dangerous criminals to escape 
conviction for crimes committed against third parties.16  And 
it protects the right against self-incrimination, even when it 
does the same.17  In short, the fact that a civil right may impose 
burdens on third parties is not, standing alone, sufficient reason 
to restrict that right. What we need is theory of which burdens 
give rise to a compelling governmental interest, and which do 
not. But the government offers no such theory.

One objective way to decide which governmental interests 
are compelling is to look at whether the government exempts 
a significant amount of conduct that undermines that interest. 
As the Court said in Lukumi, “[A] law cannot be regarded as 
protecting an interest of the highest order . . . when it leaves 
appreciable damage to that supposedly vital interest unpro-
hibited.”18 Here, due to exemptions for grandfathered plans, 
exceptions for small businesses, accommodations for religious 
non-profits, the failure to reach church plans, and exemptions 
for religious employers, the contraception-coverage provision 
does not apply to tens of millions of employees.

Another way to evaluate the strength of the government’s 
interest is to look at how the government itself treats that 
interest. As Justice Alito pointed out,19 the HHS regulations 
require grandfathered health plans to comply immediately with 
“certain particularly significant protections”—such as covering 
dependents to age 26, covering preexisting conditions, and 
reducing waiting periods20—but not with the contraception 
mandate. Thus, HHS itself characterized the contraception 
mandate as not “particularly significant.”

Finally, there is something Alice in Wonderland-ish about 
the government’s position. According to the government, there 
may be some employees who need contraception, who can’t use 
one of the 14 kinds of free contraception provided under Hobby 
Lobby’s plan, and who might be deterred from buying Plan B, 
ella, or IUDs with their own money. Yet the government also 
argues that, in order to avoid the burden on its religious exercise, 
Hobby Lobby should drop its insurance coverage, pay a fine, 
and force its employees to obtain coverage on a government 
exchange. In that case, all 13,000 employees would lose excel-
lent health insurance and be forced to buy their own insurance 
on an exchange. That imposes a far greater burden on Hobby 
Lobby’s employees. The government strains at a gnat while 
swallowing a camel.

III. Would a Ruling in Favor of Hobby Lobby Produce a 
Parade of Horribles?

In its reply brief, the government argued that a ruling in 
favor of Hobby Lobby “would entitle commercial employers 
with religious objections to opt out of virtually any statute pro-
tecting their employees”—including anti-discrimination laws, 
minimum-wage laws, Social Security taxes, or immunization-
coverage requirements. Several Justices raised this issue at oral 
argument. But the government’s parade of horribles argument 
is quite weak.

First, as Hobby Lobby’s counsel pointed out, the govern-
ment’s parade of horribles is identical to Justice Scalia’s parade 
of horribles in Smith. Justice Scalia argued that courts should 
not be in the business of balancing the importance of general 
laws against the significance of burdens on religious practice; 
Justice O’Connor disagreed, arguing that courts could strike 
sensible balances. In RFRA, Congress obviously sided with 
Justice O’Connor. So the parade of horribles is simply an 
argument against Congress’s decision to enact RFRA, not an 
argument against Hobby Lobby.

Second, we can be quite confident that taking Congress 
at its word will not produce the parade of horribles the gov-
ernment suggests. RFRA has been on the books for 20 years; 
Sherbert was the law for almost 30 years; and more than half 
of the states apply the same legal standard as a matter of state 
law—yet this parade of horribles has not even come close to 
appearing. If there were serious objections to complying with 
these laws, they would have been raised long ago by churches, 
religious non-profits, sole proprietorships, and partnerships—all 
of which the government concedes can bring RFRA claims. 
And if, as Justice Kagan suggested, a stringent interpretation of 
RFRA would bring religious objectors “out of the woodwork,” 
we would have seen that after the Court’s stringent, unanimous 
ruling in O Centro eight years ago. But we haven’t.

Third, if new cases do arise, RFRA requires the Court to 
analyze each case on its own merits. Some cases will be rejected 
on grounds of insincerity or lack of a substantial burden—such 
as the minimum-wage claim in Tony and Susan Alamo Founda-
tion v. Secretary of Labor.21 Of course, when a for-profit business 
claims a religious exemption that results in a windfall, courts 
view such claims with skepticism—just as they view claims 
to the use of marijuana or special treatment in prison with 
skepticism.

Other claims will be rejected under the compelling in-
terest test. For instance, immunization-coverage requirements 
may be justified by the need for herd immunity,22 a public 
health benefit that only becomes possible when a large portion 
of the population is immunized. As Justice Alito noted, the 
government already provides free vaccines to children23 who 
lack insurance coverage for vaccines. Courts typically regard 
antidiscrimination laws, especially with respect to race, as one 
of the most compelling of governmental interests, superseding 
free exercise rights.24 

In short, the government’s parade of horribles is con-
trary to the basic premise of RFRA, far-fetched, and easily 
distinguishable. The Court should reject it—just as it did in O 
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Centro and Hosanna-Tabor.25 

 IV. Has the Government Satisfied the Least Restrictive 
Means Test?

None of these approaches to the case involves making 
new law. But if the Justices wish to rest the decision on a still 
narrower ground, it could hold that the government failed to 
prove that the mandate is the least restrictive means of achieving 
its claimed interests. Justice Breyer may have been laying the 
groundwork for this type of resolution by asking why employer 
coverage is the least restrictive way to provide that access.26  A 
decision focusing on least restrictive means would be easiest for 
the Court to distinguish in later cases, thus leaving the most 
room for the government to win future RFRA cases when its 
claims might be more meritorious.

Even accepting (arguendo) the notion that insurance 
coverage for contraceptives is a compelling interest, it is hardly 
obvious that the least restrictive way to provide that coverage 
is by forcing employers to provide it. Indeed, the government’s 
argument that Hobby Lobby should just drop insurance alto-
gether demonstrates that the government actually does not view 
it as essential that people receive insurance through their em-
ployers as opposed to from other sources. The important point 
for the government, it seems, is that employees who work at 
Hobby Lobby have access to this coverage from some source.

This could be structured in any number of ways. The 
government could extend the same accommodation to the 
small number of businesses with this conscientious objection 
that it already has to religious employers. It could subsidize the 
contraceptive coverage directly. Employers with conscientious 
objections could compensate for not providing contraceptive 
coverage by adding other valuable coverage to the employees’ 
plans, thus ensuring that the employer receives no financial 
benefit from the objection and that the employees bear no net 
burden. The government could allow employers to substitute 
cash for coverage on a tax-free and tax-deductible basis.

Ultimately, the government’s problem here is that it has 
essentially reduced its own compelling interest to a funding 
question: Who should pay for the contraceptive coverage 
the government has decided people should have? Almost by 
definition, where the government’s claimed interest is merely 
a question of who should fund something, there will always be 
less restrictive alternatives, because the government can always 
choose to fund its own priorities (which it of course does with 
a great many things that even the government would not claim 
to be compelling interests).

The political dynamics of this case have attracted extraor-
dinary attention, but the Supreme Court is a court of law, not 
of politics. The excellent questions posed at oral argument are 
evidence that the Court intends to decide this case in accor-
dance with standard principles of constitutional and statutory 
analysis. My guess is that in the cold light of legal principle, 
the challenge to the contraceptive mandate will carry the day.
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